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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to set up a complex network infrastructure for your
organization that will be reasonably easy to deploy, replicate,
control, and track changes on. Which AWS service would be best
to use to help you accomplish this?
A. Amazon CloudWatch
B. AWS Import/Export
C. Amazon Route 53
D. AWS CloudFormation
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
AWS CloudFormation is a service that helps you model and set up
your Amazon Web Services resources so that you can spend less
time managing those resources and more time focusing on your
applications that run in AWS. You create a template that
describes all the AWS resources that you want (like Amazon EC2
instances or Amazon RDS DB instances), and AWS CloudFormation
takes care of provisioning and configuring those resources for
you. You don't need to individually create and configure AWS
resources and figure out what's dependent on what. AWS
CloudFormation handles all of that.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/W
elcome.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. Given this output for SwitchC, what
should the network administrator's next action be?
A. Check the trunk encapsulation mode for SwitchC's fa0/1 port.
B. Check the duplex mode for SwitchA's fa0/2 port.
C. Check the duplex mode for SwitchC's fa0/1 port.
D. Check the trunk encapsulation mode for SwitchA's fa0/2 port.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Here we can see that this port is configured for full duplex,
so the next step would be to check the duplex setting of the
port on the other switch. A mismatched trunk encapsulation
would not result in input errors and CRC errors.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C

B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
BASIC authentication for HTTP authentication is universally
understood but has the disadvantage of passing username and
password in BASE64 encoding. What technology could be used to
encrypt the BASE64 encoding and thus secure BASIC
authentication for all web browsers and all Internet users?
Choose the best answer.
A. IPsec
B. SSL
C. IKE
D. SSH
Answer: B
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